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Abstract
We construct moduli spaces of weighted pointed stable rational curves NM0,n�� with

symmetric weight data by the GIT quotient of moduli spaces ofweighted pointed
stable maps NM0,n��(P1, 1). As a consequence, we prove that the Knudsen–Mumford
space NM0,n of n-pointed stable rational curves is obtained by a sequence ofexpli-
cit blow-ups from the GIT quotient (P1)n==SL(2) with respect to the symmetric lin-
earizationO(1, : : : , 1). The intermediate blown-up spaces turn out to beNM0,n�� for
suitable ranges of�. As an application, we provide a new unconditional proof of
M. Simpson’s theorem about the log canonical models ofNM0,n.

1. Introduction

Recently there has been a tremendous amount of interest in the birational geometry
of moduli spaces of stable curves. See for instance [2, 4, 7, 11, 12, 16, 20] for the
genus 0 case only. Most prominently, it has been proved in [2, 4, 20] that the log
canonical models for (NM0,n, K NM0,n

C �D), where D is the boundary divisor and� is

a rational number, give us Hassett’s moduli spacesNM0,n�� of weighted pointed stable
curves withsymmetricweightsn � � D (�, : : : , �). See §2.1 for the definition ofNM0,n��
and Theorem 1.2 below for a precise statement. The purpose ofthis paper is to prove
that all the moduli spacesNM0,n�� can be constructed by the GIT quotient of the moduli
spaces NM0,n��(P1, 1) of weighted pointed stable maps toP1 of genus zero and degree
one (§3). Also, from an explicit blow-up construction ofNM0,n��(P1, 1) explained in §3,
we deduce that NM0,n�� is obtained by a sequence of explicit blow-ups from the GIT
quotient (P1)n==SL(2) with respect to the symmetric linearizationO(1, : : : , 1) where
SL(2) acts on (P1)n diagonally. More precisely, we prove the following.

Theorem 1.1. (i) With respect to the linearization described explicitly in§4,

(1) NM0,n��(P1, 1)==SL(2)� NM0,n�� .
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(ii) There is a sequence of blow-ups

(2) NM0,n D NM0,n��m�2 ! NM0,n��m�3 ! � � � ! NM0,n��1 ! (P1)n==SL(2)

where mD bn=2 and 1=(mC1� k) < �k � 1=(m� k). Except for the last arrow when
n is even, the center for each blow-up is a union of transversal smooth subvarieties
of same dimension. When n is even, the last arrow is the blow-up along the singu-
lar locus which consists of(1=2)

�n
m

�
points in (P1)n==SL(2). More precisely, NM0,n��1 is

Kirwan’s desingularization(see[15]) of the GIT quotient(P1)2m==SL(2).

If the center of a blow-up is the transversal union of smooth subvarieties in a
nonsingular variety, the result of the blow-up is isomorphic to that of the sequence
of smooth blow-ups along the proper transforms of the irreducible components of the
center in any order (see §2.3). So each of the above arrows canbe decomposed into
a composition of smooth blow-ups along the proper transforms of the irreducible com-
ponents. The fact that the reduction morphismNM0,n��k ! NM0,n��k�1 is a composition of
smooth blow-upsalong smooth centersis mentioned in several papers ([7, Remark 4.6]
for some special cases, and [20, Section 3]). But there is no proof about this “folk-
lore” in the literature. Actually, this fact, especially the transversality of the blow-up
centers is nontrivial and indeed somewhat delicate. The reason is that in contrast to
the NM0,n, the boundary divisors and the closures of topological strata do not intersect
transversally in NM0,n�� , so we have to select the order of blow-ups carefully. The no-
tion of the transversal intersection is much more stronger than the statement that the
intersection is a smooth variety. See §2.3 for related definitions. So the authors be-
lieve that it should be proved rigorously. In this paper, we provide a detailed proof.
This proof justifies the pull-back formulas in Lemma 5.3 and the blow-up formula for
the canonical divisor in Lemma 5.5.

For the Mori theoretic approach to the birational geometry ofNM0,n, one of the
most prominent results is the following theorem of M. Simpson[20].

Theorem 1.2. Let � be a rational number satisfying2=(n � 1) < � � 1 and let
D D NM0,n � M0,n denote the boundary divisor. Then the log canonical model

NM0,n(�) D Proj

 M
l�0

H0( NM0,n, O(bl (K NM0,n
C �D)))

!

satisfies the following:
(1) If 2=(m� kC 2)< � � 2=(m� kC 1) for 1� k � m� 2, then NM0,n(�) � NM0,n��k .
(2) If 2=(n � 1) < � � 2=(mC 1), then NM0,n(�) � (P1)n==SL(2) where the quotient is
taken with respect to the symmetric linearizationO(1, : : : , 1).

Simpson proved this theorem assuming Fulton’s conjecture.There are already
two different unconditionalproofs of Theorem 1.2 by Alexeev–Swinarski [2] and by
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Fedorchuk–Smyth [4]. See Remark 5.13 for a brief outline of the two proofs. The
essential part of all known proofs is proving the ampleness of certain divisors onNM0,n��k as shown by Simpson [20]. Alexeev and Swinarski proved it as following:
(1) Prove the nefness of the divisors by expressing them as positive linear combina-
tions of several nef divisors arise from the GIT quotients.
(2) Reduce the proof of ampleness to a combinatorial problemby using a theorem of
Alexeev ([2, Theorem 4.1]) comes from the general theory of the moduli spaces of
weighted hyperplane arrangements.
As an application of Theorem 1.1, we give a quick direct proofof the ampleness result
from step (1).

It is often the case in moduli theory that adding an extra structure makes a problem
easier. A morphismf W (C, p1, : : : , pn) ! X from a pointed rational nodal curveC to
a nonsingular projective varietyX is calledn � Æ-stable mapif
i. all marked pointsp1, : : : , pn are smooth points ofC;
ii. if pi1 D � � � D pi j for i1, : : : , i j 2 I � {1, 2, : : : , n}, then Æ � jI j � 1;
iii. !C C ÆPi pi is f -ample.
There exists a proper moduli stackNM0,n�Æ(X, �) parameterizingn � Æ-stable maps toX
with f�[C] D � 2 H2(X, Z) ([1, Theorem 1.9]).

Now, suppose thatX D P1 and � D 1 2 H2(P1, Z) � Z. Then the condi-
tions ii. and iii. are equivalent to the following more intuitive conditions.
iv. no more thanb1=Æ of the marked pointsp1, : : : , pn can coincide;
v. any ending irreducible componentC0 of C which is contracted byf contains more
than b1=Æ marked points;
vi. the group of automorphisms ofC preserving f and pi is finite.
A. Mustaţ̆a and A.M. Mustaţ̆a called that a pointed nodal curve (C, p1, : : : , pn) of
genus 0 together a degree 1 morphismf W C ! P1 as ak-stable pointed parameterized
rational curve if it satisfies i., iv., v. and vi. fork D n� b1=Æ, or equivalently, 1=(n�
kC1)< Æ � 1=(n�k). Moreover, they proved the following in [18] (in terms of moduli
spaces ofk-stable pointed parameterized rational curves).

Theorem 1.3 ([18, §1]). Let Æk be a rational number satisfying1=(n� kC 1)<Æk � 1=(n� k). Let Fk D NM0,n�Æk (P1, 1). Then Fk is a fine moduli space of n� Æk-stable
maps. Furthermore, the moduli spaces Fk fit into a sequence of blow-ups

(3) NM0,n�1(P1, 1)D Fn�2
 n�2��! Fn�3

 n�3��! � � �  2�! F1
 1�! F0 D (P1)n

whose centers are transversal unions of smooth subvarieties.

The first term NM0,n�1(P1, 1) is the moduli space of ordinary stable maps. It is iso-
morphic to the Fulton–MacPherson compactificationP1[n] of the configuration space
of n points in P1 constructed in [5] ([18, p. 55]). The blow-up centers are transversal
unions of smooth subvarieties and hence we can further decompose each arrow into
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the composition of smooth blow-ups along the irreducible components in any order.
This blow-up sequence is actually a special case of L. Li’s inductive construction of a
wonderful compactificationof the configuration space and the transversality of various
subvarieties is a corollary of Li’s result [16, Proposition2.8]. (See §2.3.) The images
of the blow-up centers are invariant under the diagonal action of SL(2) on (P1)n and so
this action lifts toFk for all k. The aim of this paper is to show that the GIT quotient
of the sequence (3) bySL(2) gives us (2).

To make sense of GIT quotients, we need to specify a linearization of the ac-
tion of G D SL(2) on Fk. For F0 D (P1)n, we choose the symmetric linearization
L0 D O(1, : : : , 1). Inductively, we chooseLk D  �

k Lk�1 
 O(�ak Ek) where Ek is
the exceptional divisor of k and 0< ak � ak�1 � � � � � a1 � 1. Let Fss

k (resp. Fs
k )

be the semistable (resp. stable) part ofFk with respect toLk. Then by [15, §3] or [8,
Theorem 3.11], we have

(4)  �1
k (Fs

k�1) � Fs
k � Fss

k �  �1
k (Fss

k�1).

In particular, we obtain a sequence of morphisms

N k W Fk==G ! Fk�1==G.

It is well known that a point (x1, : : : , xn) in F0 D (P1)n is stable (resp. semistable)
if � bn=2 points (resp.> bn=2 points) do not coincide ([17, 14]).

Let us first consider the case wheren is odd. In this case,Fs
0 D Fss

0 becausen=2
is not an integer. HenceFs

k D Fss
k for any k by (4). Since the blow-up centers of k

for k � m C 1 lie in the unstable part, we haveFs
k D Fs

0 for k � m C 1. Further-
more, the stabilizer group of every point inFs

k is {�1}, i.e. NG D PGL(2) acts freely
on Fs

k for 0� k � n� 2 and thusFk==G D Fs
k =G is nonsingular. By the stability con-

ditions, forgetting the degree 1 morphismf W C ! P1 gives us an invariant morphism
Fs

n�mCk ! NM0,n��k which induces a morphism

�k W Fn�mCk==G ! NM0,n��k for k D 0, : : : , m� 2.

Since both varieties are nonsingular, we can conclude that�k is an isomorphism by
showing that the Picard numbers are identical. By the definition of �k and Æk in The-
orem 1.1 and 1.3,

NM0,n��k (P1, 1)==G D NM0,n�Æn�mCk (P1, 1)==G D Fn�mCk==G,

thus we get the first part of Theorem 1.1. SinceNG acts freely onFs
n�mCk, the quotient

of the blow-up center of n�mCkC1 is again a transversal union of
� n

m�k

�
smooth vari-

eties6S
n�mCk==G for a subsetS of {1,: : : ,n} with jSj Dm�k. Finally we conclude that

'k W NM0,n��k � Fn�mCk==G N n�mCk����! Fn�mCk�1==G � NM0,n��k�1
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is a blow-up by using a lemma in [15] which tells us that quotient and blow-up com-
mute in some sense. (For more precise statement, see §2.2.) It is straightforward to
check that this morphism'k is identical to Hassett’s natural morphisms (§2.1). Note
that the isomorphism

�m�2 W NM0,n�1(P1, 1)==G D P1[n]==G ��! NM0,n

was obtained by Hu and Keel ([10]) whenn is odd becauseL0 is a typical linearization
in the sense thatFss

0 D Fs
0 . The above proof of the fact that�k is an isomorphism in

the oddn case is essentially the same as Hu–Keel’s. However their method does not
apply to the even degree case.

The case wheren is even is more complicated becauseFss
k ¤ Fs

k for all k. Indeed,
Fm==G D � � � D F0==G D (P1)n==G is singular with exactly (1=2)

�n
m

�
singular points.

But for k� 1, we proved that the GIT quotient ofFn�mCk by G is nonsingular by using
Kirwan’s partial desingularization of the GIT quotientFn�mCk==G ([15]). For k � 1, the
locus Yn�mCk of closed orbits inFss

n�mCk� Fs
n�mCk is the disjoint union of the transver-

sal intersections of smooth divisors6S
n�mCk and6Sc

n�mCk whereStSc D {1,: : : ,n} is a
partition with jSj D m. In particular,Yn�mCk is of codimension 2 and the stabilizers of
points in Yn�mCk are all conjugates ofC�. The weights of the action of the stabilizerC� on the normal space toYn�mCk are 2,�2. By Luna’s slice theorem ([17, Appen-
dix 1.D]), it follows that Fn�mCk==G is smooth along the divisorYn�mCk==G. If we letQFn�mCk ! Fss

n�mCk be the blow-up ofFss
n�mCk along Yn�mCk, QFss

n�mCk D QFs
n�mCk andQFn�mCk==G D QFs

n�mCk=G is nonsingular. Since blow-up and quotient commute (§2.2),
the induced map

QFn�mCk==G ! Fn�mCk==G
is a blow-up alongYn�mCk==G which has to be an isomorphism because the blow-up
center is already a smooth divisor. So we can useQFs

n�mCk instead ofFss
n�mCk and apply

the same line of arguments as in the odd degree case. In this way, we can establish
Theorem 1.1.

To deduce Theorem 1.2 from Theorem 1.1, we note that by [20, Corollary 3.5], it
suffices to prove thatK NM0,n��k C �Dk is ample for 2=(m� kC 2)< � � 2=(m� kC 1)

where Dk D NM0,n��k � M0,n is the boundary divisor of NM0,n��k (Proposition 5.6). By
the intersection number calculations of Alexeev and Swinarski ([2, §3]), we obtain the
nefness ofK NM0,n��k C �Dk for � D 2=(m � k C 1) C s for some (sufficiently small)

positive numbers. Because any positive linear combination of an ample divisor and a
nef divisor is ample, it suffices to show thatK NM0,n��k C �Dk is ample for� D 2=(m�
kC 2)C t for any sufficiently smallt > 0. We use induction onk. By calculating the
canonical divisor explicitly, it is easy to show whenk D 0. Because'k is a blow-up
with exceptional divisorDm�kC1

k , '�k �K NM0,n��k�1
C �Dk�1

�� ÆDm�kC1
k is ample for smallÆ > 0 if K NM0,n��k�1

C �Dk�1 is ample. By a direct calculation, we find that these ample
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divisors give usK NM0,n��k C �Dk with � D 2=(m� k C 2)C t for any sufficiently small

t > 0. So we obtain a proof of Theorem 1.2.
For the moduli spaces ofunorderedweighted pointed stable curves

QM0,n��k D NM0,n��k=Sn

we can simply take theSn quotient of our sequence (2) and thusQM0,n��k can be con-
structed by a sequence ofweighted blow-upsfrom Pn==G D ((P1)n==G)=Sn. In partic-
ular, QM0,n��1 is a weighted blow-up ofPn==G at its singular point whenn is even.

In the previous version of this paper, as another application of Theorem 1.1, we
gave an explicit basis ofintegral Picard group of NM0,n�� . It comes from a study of the
Picard group of (P1)n==G by using descent lemma ([3]) and the blow-up formula ([6,
II.8. Exercise 5]). But it seems that we have no practical useof this basis yet, so we
omit this computational result.

After completing this paper, we noticed that there is another description of the
morphism� W NM0,n ! (P1)n==SL(2) by Hu ([9]) via symplectic reduction. He showed
that in analytic category,� is a composition of blow-ups and (if (P1)n==SL(2) is sin-
gular) a resolution of singularities. However there is no moduli theoretic description
of intermediate spaces and morphisms in [9] and his approachseems quite different
from ours.

Here is an outline of this paper. In §2, we recall necessary materials about the
moduli spaces NM0,n��k of weighted pointed stable curves, partial desingularization and
blow-up along transversal center. In §3, we recall the blow-up construction of the mod-
uli space NM0,n��k (P1, 1) of weighted pointed stable maps. In §4, we prove Theorem 1.1.
In §5, we give a quick proof of Theorem 1.2.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Moduli of weighted pointed stable curves. We recall the definition and
basic facts on Hassett’s moduli spaces of weighted pointed stable curves from [7].

A family of nodal curves of genusg with n marked points over base schemeB
consists of
(1) a flat proper morphism� W C ! B whose geometric fibers are nodal connected
curves of arithmetic genusg and
(2) sectionss1, s2, : : : , sn of � .
An n-tuple A D (a1, a2, : : : , an) 2 Qn with 0< ai � 1 assigns a weightai to the i -th
marked point. Suppose that 2g� 2C a1 C a2 C � � � C an > 0.

DEFINITION 2.1 ([7, §2]). A family of nodal curves of genusg with n marked

points (C, s1, : : : , sn)
�! B is stable of type(g, A) if

(1) the sectionss1, : : : , sn lie in the smooth locus of� ;
(2) for any subset{si1, : : : , si r } of nonempty intersection,ai1 C � � � C ai r � 1;
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(3) !� C a1s1 C a2s2 C � � � C ansn is �-relatively ample.

Theorem 2.2 ([7, Theorem 2.1]). There exists a connected Deligne–Mumford stackNMg,A, smooth and proper overZ, representing the moduli functor of weighted pointed

stable curves of type(g, A). The corresponding coarse moduli schemeNMg,A is projective
overZ.

When g D 0, there is no nontrivial automorphism for any weighted pointed stable
curve and henceNM0,A is a projectivesmooth varietyfor any A.

There are natural morphisms between moduli spaces with different weight data.
Let A D (a1, : : : , an), B D (b1, : : : , bn) be two weight data and supposeai � bi for all
1� i � n. Then there exists a birationalreductionmorphism

'A,B W NMg,A ! NMg,B.

For (C, s1, : : : , sn) 2 NMg,A, 'A,B(C, s1, : : : , sn) is obtained by collapsing components
of C on which !C C b1s1 C � � � C bnsn fails to be ample. These morphisms between
moduli stacks induce corresponding morphisms between coarse moduli schemes.

The exceptional locus of the reduction morphism'A,B consists of boundary div-
isors DI , I c where I D {i1, : : : , i r } and I c D { j1, : : : , jn�r } form a partition of{1, : : : , n}

satisfying r > 2,

ai1 C � � � C ai r > 1 and bi1 C � � � C bi r � 1.

Here DI , I c denotes the closure of the locus of (C,s1,:::,sn) whereC has two irreducible
componentsC1,C2 with pa(C1) D 0, pa(C2) D g, r sectionssi1, : : :si r lying on C1, and
the othern� r sections lying onC2.

Proposition 2.3 ([7, Proposition 4.5]). The boundary divisor DI , I c is isomorphic
to NM0,A0

I
� NMg,A0

I c , with A0
I D (ai1, : : : ,ai r , 1) and A0

I c D (a j1, : : : ,a jn�r , 1). Furthermore,'A,B(DI , I c) � NMg,B0
I c with B0I c D �

b j1, : : : , b jn�r ,
Pr

kD1 bik

�
.

From now on, we focus on theg D 0 case. Let

mD �
n

2

�
,

1

m� kC 1
< �k � 1

m� k
and n � �k D (�k, : : : , �k).

Consider the reduction morphism

'n��k,n��k�1 W NM0,n��k ! NM0,n��k�1.

Then DI , I c is contracted by'n��k,n��k�1 if and only if jI j D m� kC 1. Certainly, there
are

� n
m�kC1

�
such partitionsI t I c of {1, : : : , n}.
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By [12], it is well known that the Picard number ofNM0,n is

(5) �( NM0,n) D �( NM0,n��m�2) D 2n�1 � �n

2

� � 1

From (5) and a counting the number of contracted divisors, weobtain the follow-
ing lemma.

Lemma 2.4. (1) If n is odd, �( NM0,n��k ) D nCPk
iD1

� n
m�iC1

�
.

(2) If n is even, �( NM0,n��k ) D nC (1=2)
�n

m

�CPk
iD2

� n
m�iC1

�
.

2.2. Partial desingularization. We recall a few results from [15, 8] on change
of stability in a blow-up.

Let G be a complex reductive group acting on a projective nonsingular variety X.
Let L be a G-linearized ample line bundle onX. Let Y be a G-invariant closed sub-
variety of X, and let� W QX ! X be the blow-up ofX alongY, with exceptional divisor
E. Then for sufficiently larged, Ld D ��Ld 
O(�E) becomes very ample, and there
is a natural lifting of theG-action to Ld ([15, §3]).

Let Xss (resp. Xs) denote the semistable (resp. stable) part ofX. With respect to
the polarizationsL and Ld, the following hold ([15, §3] or [8, Theorem 3.11]):

(6) QXss� ��1(Xss), QXs � ��1(Xs).

In particular, if XssD Xs, then QXssD QXs D ��1(Xs).
For the next lemma, let us supposeYssD Y\Xss is nonsingular. We can compare

the GIT quotient of QX by G with respect toLd with the quotient ofX by G with
respect toL.

Lemma 2.5 ([15, Lemma 3.11]). For sufficiently large d, QX==G is the blow-up
of X==G along the image Y==G of Yss.

Let I be the ideal sheaf ofY. In the statement of Lemma 2.5, the blow-up is
defined by the ideal sheaf (Im)G which is the G-invariant part ofIm, for somem.
(See the proof of [15, Lemma 3.11].) In the cases considered in this paper, the blow-
ups always take place alongreducedideals, i.e. QX==G is the blow-up ofX==G along
the subvarietyY==G because of the following.

Lemma 2.6. Let GD SL(2) and C� be the maximal torus of G. Suppose Yss is
smooth. The blow-upQX==G ! X==G is the blow-up of the reduced ideal of Y==G if
any of the following holds:
(1) The stabilizers of points in Xss are all equal to the center{�1}, i.e. NGDSL(2)={�1}

acts on Xss freely.
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(2) If we denote theC�-fixed locus in Xss by ZssC� , Yss D Y \ Xss D G ZssC� and the
stabilizers of points in Xss� Yss are all {�1}. Furthermore suppose that the weights
of the action ofC� on the normal space of Yss at any y2 ZssC� are �l for some l� 1.
(3) There exists a smooth divisor W of Xss which intersects transversely with Yss such
that the stabilizers of points in Xss�W are allZ2 D {�1} and the stabilizers of points
in W are all isomorphic toZ4.
In the cases(1) and (3), Y==G D Ys=G and X==G D Xs=G are nonsingular and the
morphism QX==G ! X==G is the smooth blow-up along the smooth subvariety Y==G.

Proof. Let us consider the first case. LetNG D PGL(2). By Luna’s étale slice
theorem [17, Appendix 1.D], étale locally near a point inYss, Xss is NG� S and Yss isNG � SY for some nonsingular locally closed subvarietyS and SY D S\ Y. Then étale
locally QXss is NG � blSY S where blSY S denotes the blow-up ofS along the nonsingular
variety SY. Thus the quotientsX==G, Y==G and QX==G are étale locallyS, SY and
blSY S respectively. This implies that the blow-upQX==G ! X==G is the smooth blow-
up along the reduced ideal ofY==G.

For the second case, note that the orbits inYss are closed inXss because the stabi-
lizers are maximal. So we can again use Luna’s slice theorem to see that étale locally
near a pointy in Yss, the varietiesXss, Yss and QX are respectivelyG�C� S, G�C� S0

and G �C� blS0 S for some nonsingular locally closedC�-equivariant subvarietyS and
its C�-fixed locusS0. Therefore the quotientsX==G, Y==G and QX==G are étale locally
S==C�, S0 and (blS0 S)==C�. Thus it suffices to show

(blS0 S)==C� � blS0(S==C�).
Since X is smooth, étale locally we can choose ourS to be the normal space to the
orbit of y and S is decomposed into the weight spacesS0 � SC � S�. As the action
of C� extends toSL(2), the nonzero weights are�l by assumption. If we choose co-
ordinatesx1, : : : , xr for SC and y1, : : : , ys for S�, the invariants are polynomials of
xi y j and thus (I 2m)C� D (IC�)m for m � 1 where I D hx1, : : : , xr , y1, : : : , ysi is the
ideal of S0. By [6, II Exercise 7.11], we have

blS0 SD ProjS

 M
m

I m

!
� ProjS

 M
m

I 2m

!

and thus

(blS0 S)==C� D ProjS==C�
 M

m

I 2m

!
C� D ProjS==C�

 M
m

(IC� )m

!
D blIC� (S==C�).

Since S is factorial andI is reduced,IC� is reduced. (If f m 2 IC� , then f 2 I and
(g � f )m D f m for g 2 C�. By factoriality, g � f may differ from f only by a constant
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multiple, which must be anm-th root of unity. BecauseC� is connected, the constant
must be 1 and hencef 2 IC� .) ThereforeIC� is the reduced ideal ofS0 on S==C� and
hence (blS0 S)==C� � blS0(S==C�) as desired.

The last case is similar to the first case. Near a point inW, Xss is étale locallyNG �Z2 S where SD SW �C for some smooth varietySW. Z2 acts trivially on SW and
by �1 on C. Etale locallyYss is NG �Z2 SY where SY D (SW \ Y) � C. The quotients
X==G, Y==G and QX==G are étale locallySW � C, (SW \ Y) � C and blSW\Y SW � C.
This proves our lemma.

Corollary 2.7. Suppose that(1) of Lemma 2.6holds. If Yss D Yss
1 [ � � � [ Yss

r

is a transversal union of smooth subvarieties of Xss and if QX is the blow-up of Xss

along Yss, then QX==G is the blow-up of X==G along the reduced ideal of Y==G which
is again a transversal union of smooth varieties Yi ==G. The same holds under the con-
dition (3) of Lemma 2.6if furthermore Yi are transversal to W.

Proof. Because of the assumption (1),Xss D Xs. If Yss D Yss
1 [ � � � [ Yss

r is

a transversal union of smooth subvarieties ofXss and if � W QX ! Xss is the blow-up
along Yss, then QXs D QXss D ��1(Xs) is the composition of smooth blow-ups along
(the proper transforms of) the irreducible componentsYss

i by Proposition 2.10 below.
For each of the smooth blow-ups, the quotient of the blown-upspace is the blow-up
of the quotient along the reduced ideal of the quotient of thecenter by Lemma 2.6.
Hence QX==G ! X==G is the composition of smooth blow-ups along irreducible smooth
subvarieties which are proper transforms ofYi ==G. Hence QX==G is the blow-up along
the unionY==G of Yi ==G by Proposition 2.10 again.

The case (3) of Lemma 2.6 is similar and we omit the detail.

Finally we recall Kirwan’s partial desingularization construction of GIT quotients.
SupposeXss ¤ Xs and Xs is nonempty. Kirwan in [15] introduced a systematic way
of blowing up Xss along a sequence of nonsingular subvarieties to obtain a variety QX
with linearized G action such thatQXss D QXs and QX==G has at worst finite quotient
singularities only, as follows:
(1) Find a maximal dimensional connected reductive subgroup R such that theR-fixed
locus Zss

R in Xss is nonempty. Then

G Zss
R � G �NR Zss

R

is a nonsingular closed subvariety ofXss where N R denotes the normalizer ofR in G.
(2) Blow up Xss along G Zss

R and find the semistable partXss
1 . Go back to step 1 and

repeat this precess until there are no more strictly semistable points.
Kirwan proves that this process stops in finite steps andQX==G is called thepartial
desingularizationof X==G. We will drop “partial” if it is nonsingular.
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2.3. Blow-up along transversal center. We show that the blow-up along a cen-
ter whose irreducible components are transversal smooth varieties is isomorphic to the
result of smooth blow-ups along the irreducible componentsin any order. This fact can
be directly proved but instead we will see that it is an easy special case of beautiful
results of L. Li in [16].

DEFINITION 2.8 ([16, §1]). (1) For a nonsingular algebraic varietyX, an
arrangementof subvarietiesS is a finite collection of nonsingular subvarieties such
that all nonempty scheme-theoretic intersections of subvarieties in S are again inS.
(2) For an arrangementS, a subsetB � S is called abuilding set of S if for any
s 2 S� B, the minimal elements in{b 2 B W b � s} intersect transversally and the
intersection iss.
(3) A set of subvarietiesB is called abuilding set if all the possible intersections of
subvarieties inB form an arrangementS (called the induced arrangement ofB) and B
is a building set ofS.

The wonderful compactification XB of X0 D X �Sb2B b is defined as the closure
of X0 in

Q
b2B blbX. Li then proves the following.

Theorem 2.9 ([16, Theorem 1.3]). Let X be a nonsingular variety and BD
{b1, : : : , bn} be a nonempty building set of subvarieties of X. Let Ii be the ideal sheaf
of bi 2 B.
(1) The wonderful compactification XB is isomorphic to the blow-up of X along the
ideal sheaf I1I2 � � � In.
(2) If we arrange BD {b1, : : : , bn} in such an order that the first i terms b1, : : : , bi

form a building set for any1� i � n, then XB D blQbn
� � �blQb2

blb1 X, where each blow-up

is along a nonsingular subvarietyQbi .

Here Qbi is the dominant transformof bi which is obtained by taking the proper
transform when it doesn’t lie in the blow-up center or the inverse image if it lies in
the center, in each blow-up. (See [16, Definition 2.7].)

Let X be a smooth variety and letY1, : : : , Yn be transversally intersecting smooth
closed subvarieties. Here,transversal intersectionmeans that for any nonemptyS�
{1, : : : , n} the intersectionYS WDT

i2S Yi is smooth and the normal bundleNYS=X in X
of YS is the direct sum of the restrictions of the normal bundlesNYi =X in X of Yi , i.e.

NYS=X DM
i2S

NYi =XjYS.

If we denote the ideal ofYi by I i , the ideal of the union
Sn

iD1Yi is the productI1I2 � � � In.
Moreover for any permutation� 2 Sn and 1� i � n, B D {Y� (1), : : : , Y� (i )} is clearly a
building set. By Theorem 2.9 we obtain the following.
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Proposition 2.10. Let Y D Y1 [ � � � [ Yn be a union of transversally intersect-
ing smooth subvarieties of a smooth variety X. Then the blow-up of X along Y is
isomorphic to

bl QY� (n)
� � � bl QY� (2)

blY� (1) X

for any permutation� 2 Sn where QY i denotes the proper transform of Yi .

3. Moduli of weighted pointed stable maps

Let X be a smooth projective variety. In this section, we decompose the map

X[n] ! Xn

defined by Fulton and MacPherson ([5]) into asymmetricsequence of blow-ups along
transversal centers. A. Mustaţă and M. Mustaţ̆a already considered this problem in their
search for intermediate moduli spaces for the stable map spaces in [18, §1]. Let us
recall their construction.

STAGE 0: Let F0 D Xn and00 D Xn� X. For a subsetS of {1, 2,: : : , n}, we let

6S
0 D {(x1, : : : , xn) 2 Xn j xi D x j if i , j 2 S}, 6k

0 D [
jSjDk

6S
0

and let� i
0 � 00 be the graph of thei -th projectionXn ! X. Then6n

0 � X is a smooth
subvariety ofF0. For eachS, fix any i S 2 S.

STAGE 1: Let F1 be the blow-up ofF0 along 6n
0 . Let 6n

1 be the exceptional
divisor and6S

1 be the proper transform of6S
0 for jSj ¤ n. Let us define01 as the

blow-up of F1 �F0 00 along6n
1 �F0 � 1

0 so that we have a flat family

01 ! F1 �F0 00 ! F1

of varieties overF1. Let � i
1 be the proper transform of� i

0 in 01. Note that6S
1 forjSj D n� 1 are all disjoint smooth varieties of same dimension.

STAGE 2: Let F2 be the blow-up ofF1 along6n�1
1 DPjSjDn�1 6S

1 . Let 6S
2 be

the exceptional divisor lying over6S
1 if jSj D n � 1 and6S

2 be the proper transform
of 6S

1 for jSj ¤ n� 1. Let us define02 as the blow-up ofF2�F1 01 along the disjoint

union of 6S
2 �F1 � i S

1 for all S with jSj D n� 1 so that we have a flat family

02 ! F2 �F1 01 ! F2

of varieties overF2. Let � i
2 be the proper transform of� i

1 in 02. Note that6S
2 forjSj D n � 2 in F2 are all transversal smooth varieties of same dimension. Hence the

blow-up of F2 along their union is smooth by §2.3.
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We can continue this way until we reach the last stage.
STAGE n� 1: Let Fn�1 be the blow-up ofFn�2 along62

n�2 DPjSjD2 6S
n�2. Let6S

n�1 be the exceptional divisor lying over6S
n�2 if jSj D 2 and6S

n�1 be the proper
transform of6S

n�2 for jSj ¤ 2. Let us define0n�1 as the blow-up ofFn�1 �Fn�2 0n�2

along the disjoint union of6S
n�1 �Fn�2 � i S

n�2 for all S with jSj D 2 so that we have a
flat family

0n�1 ! Fn�1 �Fn�2 0n�2 ! Fn�1

of varieties overFn�1. Let � i
n�1 be the proper transform of� i

n�2 in 0n�1.
Nonsingularity of the blown-up spacesFk are guaranteed by the following.

Lemma 3.1. 6S
k for jSj � n � k are transversal in Fk i.e. the normal bundle in

Fk of the intersection
T

i 6Si
k for distinct Si with jSi j � n� k is the direct sum of the

restriction of the normal bundles in Fk of 6Si
k .

Proof. This is a special case of the inductive construction of the wonderful com-
pactification in [16]. (See §2.3.) In our situation, the building set is the set of all
diagonalsB0 D {6S

0 j S� {1, 2, : : : , n}}. By [16, Proposition 2.8],Bk D {6S
k } is a

building set of an arrangement inFk and hence the desired transversality follows.

By construction,Fk are all smooth and0k ! Fk are equipped withn sections� i
k

and a morphismf W 0k ! 00 D Xn� X ! X where the last map is the projection onto
the last factor. When dimX D 1, 62

n�2 is a divisor and thusFn�1 D Fn�2. A. Mustaţ̆a
and A.M. Mustaţ̆a prove that the varietiesFk have following moduli theoretic meaning.

DEFINITION 3.2 ([1, Definition 1.2]). LetÆ be a positive rational number and let
n � Æ D (Æ, : : : , Æ). Fix � 2 H2(X, Z). A family of genus zeron � Æ-stable mapsover
S to a smooth projective varietyX consists of a flat family of rational nodal curves� W C ! S, a morphism f W C ! X of degree one over each geometric fiberCs of � ,
and n sections� 1, : : : , � n such that for alls 2 S,
(1) Every section lies on smooth locus ofC;
(2) if � i1(s) D � � � D � ik (s) for i1, : : : , ik 2 I , then Æ � jI j � 1;
(3) !Cs C ÆP � i (s) is f -ample.
Let NM0,n�Æ(X,�) be the moduli stack ofn�Æ-stable maps withf�[C] D �. When X D P1

and Æ D 1, then NM0,n�1(P1, 1) is isomorphic to the Fulton–MacPherson spaceP1[n]
constructed in [5] ([18, p. 55]).

Proposition 3.3 ([18, Proposition 1.8]). Let X D P1. Let Æk be a rational num-
ber such that1=(n � k C 1) < Æk � 1=(n � k). Then Fk D NM0,n�Æk (P1, 1) and it is
a fine moduli space. In particular, Fn�2 D Fn�1 is the moduli space of stable mapsNM0,n�1(P1, 1)D P1[n].
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REMARK 3.4. Indeed, Mustaţă and Mustaţ̆a proved Proposition 3.3 with using
the notion ofk-stable parameterized rational curves. A family of k-stable parameter-
ized rational curves overS consists of a flat family of rational nodal curves� W C ! S,
a morphism� W C ! S� P1 of degree 1 over each geometric fiberCs of � and n
marked sections� 1, : : : , � n of � such that for alls 2 S,
(1) all the marked points are smooth points of the curveCs;
(2) no more thann� k of the marked points� i (s) in Cs coincide;
(3) any ending irreducible curve inCs, except the parameterized one, contains more
than n� k marked points;
(4) Cs has finitely many automorphisms preserving the marked points and the map
to P1.
It is straightforward to check that the category of familiesof k-stable parameterized
rational curves are equivalent to the category of families of n � Æk-stable maps toP1 of
degree one.

4. Blow-up construction of moduli of pointed stable curves

In the previous section, we construct a sequence of blow-ups

(7) NM0,n�1(P1, 1)D Fn�2
 n�2��! Fn�3

 n�3��! � � �  2�! F1
 1�! F0 D (P1)n

along transversal centers. By construction the morphisms above are all equivariant with
respect to the action ofG D SL(2). For GIT stability, we use thesymmetriclineariza-
tion L0 D O(1, : : : , 1) for F0. For Fk we use the linearizationLk inductively defined
by Lk D  �

k Lk�1 
 O(�ak Ek) where Ek is the exceptional divisor of k and {ak} is
a decreasing sequence of sufficiently small positive numbers. Let m D bn=2. In this
section, we prove the following.

Theorem 4.1. (i) The GIT quotient Fn�mCk==G for 1� k � m� 2 is isomorphic
to Hassett’s moduli space of weighted pointed stable rational curvesNM0,n��k with weights
n ��k D (�k, : : : ,�k) where1=(mC1�k) < �k � 1=(m�k). The induced maps on quotients

NM0,n��k D Fn�mCk==G ! Fn�mCk�1==G D NM0,n��k�1

are blow-ups along transversal centers for kD 2, : : : , m� 2.
(ii) If n is odd,

FmC1==G D � � � D F0==G D (P1)n==G D NM0,n��0

and we have a sequence of blow-ups

NM0,n D NM0,n��m�2 ! NM0,n��m�3 ! � � � ! NM0,n��1 ! NM0,n��0 D (P1)n==G
whose centers are transversal unions of equidimensional smooth varieties.
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(iii) If n is even, NM0,n��1 is a desingularization of

Fm==G D � � � D F0==G D (P1)n==G,

obtained by blowing up(1=2)
�n

m

�
singular points so that we have a sequence of blow-ups

NM0,n D NM0,n��m�2 ! NM0,n��m�3 ! � � � ! NM0,n��1 ! (P1)n==G.

REMARK 4.2. (1) Let Æk be a rational number satisfying 1=(n � k C 1) < Æk �
1=(n� k). Then by Proposition 3.3,

NM0,n��k (P1, 1)==G D NM0,n�Æn�mCk (P1, 1)==G D Fn�mCk==G
for 1� k � m� 2. Thus item (i) of Theorem 4.1 is indeed item (i) of Theorem 1.1.
(2) When n is even, NM0,n��0 is not defined because the sum of weights does not ex-
ceed 2.
(3) Whenn is even, NM0,n��1 is Kirwan’s (partial) desingularization of the GIT quotient
(P1)n==G with respect to the symmetric linearizationL0 D O(1, : : : , 1).

Let Fss
k (resp.Fs

k ) denote the semistable (resp. stable) part ofFk. By (6), we have

(8)  k(Fss
k ) � Fss

k�1,  �1
k (Fs

k�1) � Fs
k .

Also recall from [14] thatx D (x1, : : : , xn) 2 (P1)n is semistable (resp. stable) if>
n=2 (resp.� n=2) of xi ’s are not allowed to coincide. In particular, whenn is odd, �1

k (Fs
k�1) D Fs

k D Fss
k for all k and

(9) Fs
mC1 D Fs

m D � � � D Fs
0 ,

because the blow-up centers lie in the unstable part. Therefore we have

(10) FmC1==G D � � � D F0==G D (P1)n==G.

When n is even, k induces a morphismFss
k ! Fss

k�1 and we have

(11) Fss
m D Fss

m�1 D � � � D Fss
0 and Fm==G D � � � D F0==G D (P1)n==G.

Let us consider the case wheren is odd first. By forgetting the degree one mor-
phism of each member of family (f W 0mCkC1 ! P1, 0mCkC1 ! FmCkC1, � i

mCkC1) and

stabilizing, we get a morphismFs
mCkC1 � FmCkC1 ! NM0,n��k . By construction this mor-

phism is G-invariant and thus induces a morphism

�k W FmCkC1==G ! NM0,n��k .
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Since the stabilizer groups inG of points in Fs
0 are all {�1}, the quotient

N mCkC1 W FmCkC1==G ! FmCk==G
of  mCkC1 is also a blow-up along a center which consists of transversal smooth vari-
eties by Corollary 2.7.

Since the blow-up center has codimension� 2, the Picard number increases by� n
m�kC1

�
for kD 1,: : : ,m�2. Since the character group ofSL(2) has no free part, by the

descent result in [3], the Picard number ofFmC1==G D Fs
0=G is the same as the Picard

number ofFs
0 which equals the Picard number ofF0. Therefore�(FmC1==G) D n and

the Picard number ofFmCkC1==G is

nC kX
iD1

�
n

m� i C 1

�

which equals the Picard number ofNM0,n��k by Lemma 2.4. SinceNM0,n��k and FmCkC1==G
are smooth and their Picard numbers coincide, we conclude that �k is an isomorphism
as we desired. So we proved Theorem 4.1 for oddn.

Now let us supposen is even. For ease of understanding, we divide our proof into
several steps.

STEP 1: For k � 1, FmCk==G are nonsingular and isomorphic to the partial de-
singularizations QFmCk==G.

The GIT quotientsFmCk==G may be singular because there areC�-fixed points
in the semistable partFss

mCk. So we use Kirwan’s partial desingularization of the GIT
quotientsFmCk==G (§2.2). The following lemma says that the partial desingularization
process has no effect on the quotientFmCk==G for k � 1.

Lemma 4.3. Let F be a smooth projective variety with linearized GD SL(2) ac-
tion and let Fss be the semistable part. Fix a maximal torusC� in G. Let Z be the
set ofC�-fixed points in Fss. Suppose the stabilizers of all points in the stable part
Fs are {�1} and YD G Z is the union of all closed orbits in Fss � Fs. Suppose
that the stabilizers of points in Z are preciselyC�. Suppose further that YD G Z is
of codimension2. Let QF ! Fss be the blow-up of Fss along Y and let QFs be the
stable part in QF with respect to a linearization as in§2.2. Finally suppose that for
each y2 Z, the weights of theC� action on the normal space to Y is�l for some
l > 0. Then QF==G D QFs=G � F==G and F==G is nonsingular.

Proof. Since NG D G={�1} acts freely onFs, Fs=G is smooth. By assumption,
Y is the union of all closed orbits inFss� Fs and henceF==G � Fs=G D Y=G. By
Lemma 2.6 (2), QFs=G is the blow-up ofF==G along the reduced ideal ofY=G. By
our assumption,Z is of codimension 4 and

Y=G D G Z=G � G �NC� Z=G � Z=Z2
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where NC�
is the normalizer ofC� in G. Since the dimension ofF==G is dim F � 3,

the blow-up centerY=G is nonsingular of codimension 1. By Luna’s slice theorem
([17, Appendix 1.D]), the singularity ofF==G at any point [Gy] 2 Y=G is C2==C�
where the weights are�l . Obviously this is smooth and henceF==G is smooth along
Y=G. Since the blow-up center is a smooth divisor, the blow-up map QFs=G ! F==G
has to be an isomorphism.

Let ZmCk be theC�-fixed locus in Fss
mCk and let YmCk D G ZmCk. Then YmCk is

the disjoint union of

6S,Sc

mCk WD 6S
mCk \6Sc

mCk \ Fss
mCk for jSj D m, Sc D {1, : : : , n} � S

which are nonsingular of codimension 2 fork � 1 by Lemma 3.1. For a point

( f W (C, p1, : : : , pn) ! P1) 2 6S,Sc

mCk,

the degree one component ofC (i.e. the unique component which is not contracted
by f ) has two nodes and no marked points. The normal spaceC2 to 6S,Sc

mCk is given
by the smoothing deformations of the two nodes and hence the stabilizerC� acts with
weights 2 and�2.

The blow-up QFmCk of Fss
mCk along YmCk has no strictly semistable points by [15,

§6]. In fact, the unstable locus inQFmCk is the proper transform of6S
mCk [ 6Sc

mCk and

the stabilizers of points inQFs
mCk are eitherZ2 D {�1} (for points not in the exceptional

divisor of QFs
mCk ! Fss

mCk) or Z4 D {�1,�i } (for points in the exceptional divisor).
Therefore, by Lemma 4.3 and Lemma 2.6 (3), we have isomorphisms

(12) QFs
mCk=G � FmCk==G

and FmCk==G are nonsingular fork � 1.
STEP 2: The partial desingularizationQFm==G is a nonsingular variety obtained by

blowing up the (1=2)
�n

m

�
singular points ofFm==G D (P1)n==G.

Note thatYm in Fss
m is the disjoint union of (1=2)

�n
m

�
orbits 6S,Sc

m for jSj D m.

By Lemma 2.6 (2), the morphismQFs
m=G ! Fm==G is the blow-up at the (1=2)

�n
m

�
points given by the orbits of the blow-up center. A point in6S,Sc

m is represented by
(P1, p1, : : : , pn, id) with pi D p j if i , j 2 S or i , j 2 Sc. Without loss of generality,
we may letSD {1, : : : , m}. The normal space to an orbit6S,Sc

m is given by

(Tp1P1)m�1 � (TpmC1P1)m�1 D Cm�1 � Cm�1

andC� acts with weights 2 and�2 respectively on the two factors. By Luna’s slice the-
orem, étale locally near6S,Sc

m , Fss
m is G�C� (Cm�1�Cm�1) and QFm is G�C� bl0(Cm�1�Cm�1) while QFs

m is G�C� [bl0(Cm�1�Cm�1)�bl0Cm�1tbl0Cm�1]. By an explicit local
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calculation, the stabilizers of points on the exceptional divisor of QFm areZ4 D {�1,�i }
and the stabilizers of points overFs

m areZ2 D {�1}. Since the locus of nontrivial stabi-

lizers for the action ofNG on QFs
m is a smooth divisor with stabilizerZ2, QFm==G D QFs

m=G
is smooth and henceQFs

m=G is the desingularization ofFm==G obtained by blowing up
its (1=2)

�n
m

�
singular points.

STEP 3: The morphism N mCkC1 W FmCkC1==G ! FmCk==G is the blow-up along
the union of transversal smooth subvarieties fork � 1. For kD 0, we have QFs

mC1 D QFs
m

and thus

FmC1==G � QFs
mC1=G D QFs

m=G D QFm==G
is the blow-up along its (1=2)

�n
m

�
singular points.

From Lemma 3.1, we know6S
mCk for jSj � m � k are transversal inFmCk. In

particular, [
jSjDm

6S
mCk \6Sc

mCk

intersects transversely with the blow-up center

[
jS0jDm�k

6S0
mCk

for  mCkC1 W FmCkC1 ! FmCk. Hence, by Proposition 2.10 we have a commutative
diagram

(13)

QFmCkC1 K
K

QFmCk

K
Fss

mCkC1 K Fss
mCk

for k � 1 where the top horizontal arrow is the blow-up along the proper transformsQ6S0
mCk of 6S0

mCk, jS0j D m� k. By Corollary 2.7, we deduce that fork � 1, N mCkC1 is

the blow-up along the transversal union of smooth subvarieties Q6S0
mCk==G � 6S0

mCk==G.

For k D 0, the morphism QFmC1 ! QFm is the blow-up along the proper transforms
of 6S

m and6Sc

m for jSj D m. But these are unstable inQFm and hence the morphismQFs
mC1 ! QFs

m on the stable part is the identity map. So we obtainQFs
mC1 D QFs

m andQFs
mC1=G � QFs

m=G.
STEP 4: Calculation of Picard numbers.
The Picard number ofFss

m D Fss
0 � F0 D (P1)n is n and so the Picard number ofQFm is nC (1=2)

�n
m

�
. By the descent lemma of [3] as in the odd degree case, the Picard

number of

FmC1==G � QFs
mC1=G D QFs

m=G
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equals the Picard numbernC(1=2)
�n

m

�
of QFs

m. Since the blow-up center ofQFmCk==G!QFmCk�1==G has
� n

m�kC1

�
irreducible components, the Picard number ofQFmCk==G �

FmCk==G is

(14) nC 1

2

�
n

m

�C kX
iD2

�
n

m� i C 1

�

for k � 2.
STEP 5: Completion of the proof.
As in the odd degree case, fork � 1 the universal family�k W 0mCk ! FmCk gives

rise to a family of pointed curves by considering the linear system K�k C �k
P

i � i
mCk.

Over the semistable partFss
mCk it is straightforward to check that this gives us a family

of n � �k-stable pointed curves. Therefore we obtain an invariant morphism

Fss
mCk ! NM0,n��k

which induces a morphism

FmCk==G ! NM0,n��k .

By Lemma 2.4, the Picard number ofNM0,n��k coincides with that ofFmCk==G given
in (14). Hence the morphismFmCk==G ! NM0,n��k is an isomorphism as desired. This
completes our proof of Theorem 4.1.

REMARK 4.4. For the moduli space ofunorderedweighted pointed stable curvesNM0,n��k=Sn, we can simply take quotients by theSn action of the blow-up process in
Theorem 4.1. In particular,NM0,n=Sn is obtained by a sequence of weighted blow-ups
from ((P1)n==G)=Sn D Pn==G.

5. Log canonical models of NM0,n

In this section, we give a simple proof of the following theorem by using The-
orem 4.1. LetM0,n be the moduli space ofn distinct points in P1 up to the action
of Aut(P1).

Theorem 5.1 (M. Simpson [20]). Let � be a rational number satisfying2=(n �
1)< � � 1 and let DD NM0,n�M0,n denote the boundary divisor. Then the log canon-
ical model

NM0,n(�) D Proj

 M
l�0

H0( NM0,n, O(bl (K NM0,n
C �D)))

!

satisfies the following:
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(1) If 2=(m� kC 2)< � � 2=(m� kC 1) for 1� k � m� 2, then NM0,n(�) � NM0,n��k .
(2) If 2=(n�1)< � � 2=(mC1), then NM0,n(�) � (P1)n==G where the quotient is taken
with respect to the symmetric linearizationO(1, : : : , 1).

REMARK 5.2. Keel and McKernan prove ([13, Lemma 3.6]) thatK NM0,n
C D is

ample. Because NM0,n��m�2 � NM0,n��m�1 D NM0,n

by definition, we find that (1) above holds fork D m� 1 as well.

For notational convenience, we denote (P1)n==G by NM0,n��0 for evenn as well. Let6S
k denote the subvarieties ofFk defined in §3 forS� {1, : : : , n}, jSj � m. Let

DS
k D 6S

n�mCk==G � Fn�mCk==G � NM0,n��k .

Then DS
k is a divisor of NM0,n��k for jSj D 2 or m � k < jSj � m. Let D j

k D�SjSjD j 6S
n�mCk

�ÆÆ
G and Dk D D2

k CP
j>m�k D j

k . Then Dk is the boundary divisor

of NM0,n��k , i.e. NM0,n��k � M0,n D Dk. Whenk D m� 2 so NM0,n��k � NM0,n, sometimes we

will drop the subscriptk. Note that ifn is even andjSj Dm, DS
k D DSc

k D 6S,Sc

n�mCk==G.
By Theorem 4.1, there is a sequence of blow-ups

(15) NM0,n � NM0,n��m�2

'm�2��! NM0,n��m�3

'm�3��! � � � '2�! NM0,n��1

'1�! NM0,n��0

whose centers are transversal unions of smooth subvarieties, except for'1 when n
is even. Note that the irreducible components of the blow-upcenter of 'k further-
more intersect transversely withD j

k�1 for j > m� k C 1 by Lemma 3.1 and by tak-
ing quotients.

Lemma 5.3. Let 1� k � m� 2.
(1) '�k (D j

k�1) D D j
k for j > m� kC 1.

(2) '�k (D2
k�1) D D2

k C �m�kC1
2

�
Dm�kC1

k .

(3) 'k�(D j
k ) D D j

k�1 for j > m� kC 1 or j D 2.

(4) 'k�(D j
k ) D 0 for j D m� kC 1.

Proof. The push-forward formulas (3) and (4) are obvious. Recall from §4 that'k D N n�mCk is the quotient of n�mCk W Fss
n�mCk ! Fss

n�mCk�1. Supposen is not even

or k is not 1. SinceDS
k for jSj > 2 does not contain any component of the blow-up

center,'�k (DS
k�1) D DS

k . If jSj D 2, DS
k�1 contains a componentDS0

k�1 of the blow-up
center if and only ifS0 � S. Therefore we have

'�k (DS
k�1) D DS

k C X
S0�S,jS0jDm�kC1

DS0
k .
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By adding them up for allS such thatjSj D 2, we obtain (2).
Whenn is even andkD 1, we calculate the pull-back before quotient. Let�W QFs

m !
Fss

m be the map obtained by blowing up
SjSjDm6S,Sc

m and removing unstable points. Re-

call that QFs
m=G � FmC1==G � NM0,n��1 and the quotient of� is '1. Then a direct calcu-

lation similar to the above gives us��62
m D Q62

mC2
�m

2

� Q6m
m where62

m DSjSjD26S
m andQ62

m is the proper transform of62
m while Q6m

m denotes the exceptional divisor. Note that
by the descent lemma ([3]), the divisor62

m and Q62
m descend toD2

0 and D2
1. HoweverQ6m

m does not descend because the stabilizer groupZ2 in NG D PGL(2) of points in Q6m
m

acts nontrivially on the normal spaces. But by the descent lemma again, 2Q6m
m descends

to Dm
1 . Thus we obtain (2).

Next we calculate the canonical divisors ofNM0,n��k . Since the reduction morphism
is a composition of smooth blow-ups by Theorem 4.1, the proofis a direct consequence
of Proposition 5.4 and the discrepancy formula.

Proposition 5.4 ([19, Proposition 1]). The canonical divisor of NM0,n is

K NM0,n
� � 2

n� 1
D2 C mX

jD3

�� 2

n� 1

�
j

2

�C ( j � 2)

�
D j .

Lemma 5.5. (1) The canonical divisor of(P1)n==G is

K(P1)n==G � � 2

n� 1
D2

0.

(2) For 1� k � m� 2, the canonical divisor of NM0,n��k is

K NM0,n��k � � 2

n� 1
D2

k C
mX

j�m�kC1

�� 2

n� 1

�
j

2

�C ( j � 2)

�
D j

k .

We are now ready to prove Theorem 5.1. By [20, Corollary 3.5],the theorem is
a direct consequence of the following proposition.

Proposition 5.6. (1) K NM0,n��0 C �D0 is ample if2=(n� 1)< � � 2=(mC 1).

(2) For 1� k � m� 2, K NM0,n��k C �Dk is ample if2=(m� kC 2)< � � 2=(m� kC 1).

Since any positive linear combination of an ample divisor and a nef divisor is am-
ple, it suffices to show the following:
(a) Nefness ofK NM0,n��k C �Dk for � D 2=(m � k C 1) C s where s is some (small)

positive number;
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(b) Ampleness ofK NM0,n��k C �Dk for � D 2=(m� kC 2)C t where t is any sufficiently

small positive number.
We will use Alexeev and Swinarski’s intersection number calculation in [2] to achieve (a)
(See Lemma 5.12.) and then (b) will immediately follow from our Theorem 4.1.

DEFINITION 5.7 ([20]). Let ' D 'n��m�2,n��k W NM0,n ! NM0,n��k be the natural con-
traction map (§2.1). Fork D 0, 1, : : : , m� 2 and� > 0, defineA(k, �) by

A(k, �) WD '�(K NM0,n��k C �Dk)

D m�kX
jD2

�
j

2

��� � 2

n� 1

�
D j C mX

j�m�kC1

�� � 2

n� 1

�
j

2

�C j � 2

�
D j .

Notice that the last equality is an easy consequence of Lemma5.3.
By [11], there is a birational morphism�ExW NM0,n ! (P1)n==ExG for any linearizationEx D (x1, : : : , xn) 2 QnC. Since the line bundleO(P1)n(x1, : : : , xn)==G over (P1)n==ExG is

ample, its pull-backL Ex by �Ex is certainly nef.

DEFINITION 5.8 ([2, Definition 2.3]). Let x be a rational number such that
1=(n� 1)� x � 2=n. Set Ex D O(x, : : : , x, 2� (n� 1)x). Define

V(x, n) WD 1

(n� 1)!

O
�2Sn

L� Ex.

Obviously the symmetric groupSn acts onEx by permuting the components ofEx.

Notice that V(x, n) is nef because it is a positive linear combination of nef
line bundles.

DEFINITION 5.9 ([2, Definition 3.5]). LetCa,b,c,d be any vital curve class corres-
ponding to a partitionSatSbtSctSd of {1, 2,: : : , n} such thatjSaj D a, : : : , jSdj D d.
(1) Supposen D 2mC 1 is odd. LetCi D C1,1,m�i ,mCi�1, for i D 1, 2, : : : , m� 1.
(2) Supposen D 2m is even. LetCi D C1,1,m�i ,mCi�2 for i D 1, 2, : : : , m� 1.

By [13, Corollary 4.4], the following computation is straightforward.

Lemma 5.10. The intersection numbers Ci � A(k, �) are

Ci � A(k, �) D

8�������<
�������:

� if i < k,�
2� �m� k

2

��� Cm� k � 2 if i D k,��
m� kC 1

2

� � 1

�� �mC kC 1 if i D kC 1,

0 if i > kC 1.
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This lemma is in fact a slight generalization of [2, Lemma 3.7] where the inter-
section numbers for� D 2=(m� kC 1) only are calculated.

The Sn-invariant subspace of Néron–Severi vector space ofNM0,n is generated by
D j for j D 2, 3,: : : , m ([13, Theorem 1.3]). Therefore, in order to determine the linear
dependency ofSn-invariant divisors, we findm� 1 linearly independent curve classes,
and calculate the intersection numbers of divisors with these curves classes. LetU be
an (m�1)� (m�1) matrix with entriesUi j D (Ci �V(1=(mC j ),n)) for 1� i , j �m�1.
Since V(1=(mC j ), n)’s are all nef, all entries ofU are nonnegative.

Lemma 5.11 ([2, §3.2, §3.3]). (1) The intersection matrix U is upper triangular
and if i � j , then Ui j > 0. In particular, U is invertible.
(2) Let EaD ((C1 � A(k, 2=(m� kC1))), : : : , (Cm�1 � A(k, 2=(m� kC1))))t be the column
vector of intersection numbers. LetEcD (c1, c2, : : : , cm�1)t be the unique solution of the
system of linear equations UEcD Ea. Then ci > 0 for i � kC1 and ci D 0 for i � kC2.

This lemma implies thatA(k, 2=(m � k C 1)) is a positive linear combination of
V(1=(m C j ), n) for j D 1, 2, : : : , k C 1. Note that A(k, 2=(m � k C 2)) D A(k �
1, 2=(m� (k � 1)C 1)) and that for 2=(m� kC 2) � � � 2=(m� kC 1), A(k, �) is a
nonnegative linear combination ofA(k, 2=(m� kC 2)) and A(k, 2=(m� kC 1)). Hence
by the numerical result in Lemma 5.11 and the convexity of thenef cone,A(k, �) is
nef for 2=(m�kC2)� � � 2=(m�kC1). Actually we can slightly improve this result
by using continuity.

Lemma 5.12. For each kD 0, 1,: : : , m� 2, there exists s> 0 such that A(k, �)
is nef for 2=(m� kC 2)� � � 2=(m� kC 1)C s. Therefore, K NM0,n��k C �Dk is nef for

2=(m� kC 2)� � � 2=(m� kC 1)C s.

Proof. Let Ea� D ((C1 � A(k, �)), : : : , (Cm�1 � A(k, �)))t and let Ec� D (c�1 , : : : , c�m�1)t

be the unique solution of equationU Ec� D Ea�. Then by continuity, the components
c�1 , c�2 , : : : , c�kC1 remain positive when� is slightly increased. By Lemma 5.10 and the
upper triangularity ofU , c�i for i > k C 1 are all zero. HenceA(k, �) is still nef for� D 2=(m� kC 1)C s with sufficiently smalls> 0.

With this nefness result, the proof of Proposition 5.6 is obtained as a quick appli-
cation of Theorem 4.1.

Proof of Proposition 5.6. We prove that in factK NM0,n��k C�Dk is ample for 2=(m�
k C 2) < � < 2=(m � k C 1) C s where s is the small positive rational number in
Lemma 5.12. Since a positive linear combination of an ample divisor and a nef divisor
is ample, it suffices to show thatK NM0,n��k C �Dk is ample when� D 2=(m� kC 2)C t

for any sufficiently smallt > 0 by Lemma 5.12.
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We use induction onk. It is certainly true whenk D 0 by Lemma 5.5 becauseD2
0

is ample as the quotient ofO(n � 1, : : : , n � 1). SupposeK NM0,n��k�1
C �Dk�1 is ample

for 2=(m� kC 3)< � < 2=(m� kC 2)C s0 wheres0 is the small positive number in
Lemma 5.12 fork � 1. Since'k is a blow-up with exceptional divisorDm�kC1

k ,

'�k �K NM0,n��k�1
C �Dk�1

� � ÆDm�kC1
k

is ample for any sufficiently smallÆ > 0 by [6, II 7.10]. A direct computation with
Lemmas 5.3 and 5.5 provides us with

'�k (K NM0,n��k�1
C �Dk�1) � ÆDm�kC1

k

D K NM0,n��k C �Dk C
��

m� kC 1

2

�� � � � (m� k � 1)� Æ�Dm�kC1
k .

If � D 2=(m�kC2),
�m�kC1

2

����� (m�k�1)D 0 and thus we can find� > 2=(m�
kC2) satisfying

�m�kC1
2

����� (m�k�1)� Æ D 0. If Æ decreases to 0, the solution�
decreases to 2=(m� kC2). HenceK NM0,n��k C�Dk is ample when� D 2=(m� kC2)C t

for any sufficiently smallt > 0 as desired.

REMARK 5.13. There are already two different proofs of M. Simpson’s theorem
(Theorem 5.1) given by Fedorchuk–Smyth [4], and by Alexeev–Swinarski [2] without
relying on Fulton’s conjecture. Here we give a brief outlineof the two proofs.

In [20, Corollary 3.5], Simpson proves that Theorem 5.1 is animmediate conse-
quence of the ampleness ofK NM0,n��k C �Dk for 2=(m � k C 2) < � � 2=(m � k C 1)

(Proposition 5.6). The differences in the proofs of Theorem5.1 reside solely in differ-
ent ways of proving Proposition 5.6.

The ampleness ofK NM0,n��k C�Dk follows if the divisor A(k,�)D '��K NM0,n��k C�Dk
�

is nef and its linear system contracts only'-exceptional curves. Here,' W NM0,n !NM0,n��k is the natural contraction map (§2.1). Alexeev and Swinarski prove Propos-
ition 5.6 in two stages: First the nefness ofA(k, �) for suitable ranges is proved and
next they show that the divisors are the pull-backs of ample line bundles on NM0,n��k .
Lemma 5.12 above is only a negligible improvement of the nefness result in [2, §3].
In [2, Theorem 4.1], they give a partial criterion for a line bundle to be the pull-back
of an ample line bundle onNM0,n��k . After some rather sophisticated combinatorial com-
putations, they prove in [2, Proposition 4.2] thatA(k,�) satisfies the desired properties.

On the other hand, Fedorchuk and Smyth show thatK NM0,n��k C �Dk is ample as

follows. Firstly, by applying the Grothendieck–Riemann–Roch theorem, they represent
K NM0,n��k C�Dk as a linear combination of boundary divisors and tautological  -classes.

Secondly, for such a linear combination of divisor classes and for a complete curve inNM0,n��k parameterizing a family of curves with smooth general member, they perform
brilliant computations and get several inequalities satisfied by their intersection num-
bers ([4, Proposition 3.2]). Combining these inequalities, they prove in particular that
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K NM0,n��k C�Dk has positive intersection with any complete curve onNM0,n��k with smooth

general member ([4, Theorem 4.3]). Thirdly, they prove thatif the divisor class inter-
sects positively with any curve with smooth general member,then it intersects posi-
tively with all curves by an induction argument on the dimension. Thus they establish
the fact thatK NM0,n��k C �Dk has positive intersection with all curves. Lastly, they prove

that the same property holds even ifK NM0,n��k C �Dk is perturbed by any small linear

combination of boundary divisors. Since the boundary divisors generate the Néron–
Severi vector space,K NM0,n��k C �Dk lies in the interior of the nef cone and the desired

ampleness follows.
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